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SEVENTH WINTER SCHOOL (1979) 
COMMUTATIVE HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND BANACH SPACES 
A. Pelczynski 
Preliminaries* Let G be a compact abelian group, P its dual, 
ra-the normalized Haar measure on G • The symbols C(G), LP(G) 
(0<p<oo) denote as usual the spaces of the continuous scalar 
valued functions o.. G , respectively of m-equivalence classes 
of measurable p-absolutely integrable functions on G • For 
a £ G , r denotes the operator of translation by a acting on 
functions on G by the ru*o VQf(x)
 a f(x-a) . 
A linear space X of (equivalence classes of) functions 
is called translation invariant if ra(X)C X for all a E G . 
A linear operator acting between translation invariant spaces 
is translation invariant if it commutes v/ith all 'T 
a 
A translation invariant Banach space * is regular if 
(a) X consists of equivalence classes of absolutely integra -
i 
le functions on G ; the inclusion XC->L (G) is a one o one 
continuous operator; 
(b) t : X—»X is an isometry for all o(EG • 
(c) given f €F X the map a—*Taf iQ a co tinuous fu etion 
from G into X . 
The elements of P are called characters, A trigonometric 
polynomial i3 a finite linear combination of the characters, 
"Measure" means here a complex valued Borel treasure on G whose 
total variation is bounded. For fEL (G) , resp* for a measure 
A A 
IUV the Fourier transforms arc the functions f , resp, M/ on 
I A , _ A , __ / 
r defined by f(i^) n I f jr dm , resp. /u,( if) = f^f^ ^or 
For a A C T , C A denotes the closed linear subspace 
of C(G) generated by A . 
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Main results presented in the lectures 
Lecture I 
Theorem 1.1« Let A C P # Then , 
1° A is a Cohen set (i.e. there is a measure whose Fou-
rier transform is the characteristic function of A ) iff C^ 
is an cC space in the sense of Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski 
[LP]. 
2° A is a Sidon set (i.e. there exists a k> 0 such 
that for every trigonometric polynomial f «-»y ' , c^ w , 
r € A " 
I IMIOO" X L I cjr-| k ) i f f 9A i s a n * * i s P a c e i n t n e ©anse of 
[LP] • 
Part 2° is due to Varopoulos [vj . The proof presented in 
the Lecture bases on the following (cf. |_KPj). 
Proposition 1.2. Let C^ be such that every finite dimensional 
operator from the dual space of Cŷ  into C ^ factors through 
a Hilbert space. Then A is a Sidon set. 
Corollary 1.3. (cf. [ K P ] and [pi]). A C P is a Sidon ot iff 
C ^ i3 a Banach space of cotype 2 (cf.e.g. [_Mj for the defini 
tion of the cotype). 
Lecture II 
Theorem 2.1. Every regular translation invariant Banach pace 
X has the invariant uniform approximation property; precisely 
for every £ > 0 thero is a function m—*q (m) such that gi-
ven a finite dimensional translation invariant subspace E o 
X there exists a translation invariant operator uE such that 
(1) uE(e) « e for e £ E , (2) || u£ || < 1 + £ , 
(3) dim uE(X)<q (dim E) . 
Theorem 2.1 follows immediately (In fact i3 equivalent to) 
from the next one 
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Theorem 2.2. For every E > 0 there is a function ra —-> q (m) 
such that given a finite set M C P there is a trigonometric 
polynomial g£ such that 
(i) g(^) - * for |-GM . 
(ii) ||gE|| X<1 +<E . 
(iii) |s(g)| < qG(|M|) . 
Here S(g) « { j ^ E P : g ( r ) / O J and |A| denotes the number 
of elements of a finite set A . 
Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 are taken from the paper by M. Bozej-
ko and A. Pelczynski CBP.] • 
Lecture III 
Definition 3.1. A set 7V_ C V is a Marcinkiewicz set if the 
2 2 
orthogonal projection P^ : L (G)—->L (G) , defined by P^ f a 
1 7 A 
a 2. , f(jh)jT • regarded as the operator on trigonometric re A d 6 </ 
polynomials is (l.p) bounded for some (equivalently for all) 
p with 0 < p < l , i.e. there is a k> 0 such that 
( J | P^ (f )| pdm) p -£ k J | f |dm (f-trigonometric polynomial) 
G G 
Recall that an operator u : X—>Y (XfY-Banach spaces) 
is said to be p-absolutely summing (0<p<oo) if there exists 
a constant C>0 such that for every f in i te set FCX 
Z L | | u x | | p < C s u p ^ L , | x * ( x ) | p 
x E F 1 1 " x G F 1 
where the supremum is taken over all x* in the unit ball of 
the dual of X . 
Theorem 3.2. [ K P ] . If V\_ is a Marcinkiewicz set then every 
p 
translation invariant operator u : L (G) —* C^ has the one-
-absolutely summing adjoint. 
Theorem 3.2 can be regarded as a generalization for trans-
lation invariant operators of Grothendieck's -Fundamental Theo-
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rem in Metric Theory of Tensor Products" (cf. [G] , [ L P ] ) . The 
proof presented in the lecture bases upon the following fact 
essentially proved in [_KPJ • 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a Marcinkiewicz set, 0 < p < l , X-a 
regular translation invariant Banach space. Then every p-absolu-
tely summing translation invariant operator u : C^—-> X is 
integral; precisely there exists a bounded linear operator v : 
L (G)—>X such that the diagram 
C(G) i-*L1(G) 
4 V 
c — y — * x 
is commutative, where j is the natural isometric embedding 
and i is the natural injection which assigns to each f in 
C(G) its m-equivalence class in L (G) . 
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